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Welcome to Viewtopia World

After the free membership registration on the dedicated page,

you can receive free video every month and enjoy beautiful video.

If you upgrade to a paid membership, you can enjoy yourself 

to the full without worrying about the number of images with

sufficient specifications such as cloud capacity, upload data size, 

and number of playlists.

If you find the favorite video from the library on the dedicated

page of Viewtopia, you can easily purchase it for a fee.

You can also upload videos you have taken from anywhere, 

set up and display schedules on Viewtopia easily and freely.

As a community function, you can create a group with the same 

hobbies, share and appreciate photos and videos, and enjoy 

exchanging messages such as impressions about images as SNS.
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Basic flow for enjoying Viewtopia

Step1: User Registration

Step2: Login

Step3: Enjoy Viewtopia

- Free Contents

- Paid Contents

- Contents Upload

- Contents Scheduling

- Group Function as an SNS
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1. Procedure of user registration

1) Please download and install the “Viewtopia” app first through APP store or Google Play etc.
For use of Viewtopia, you need user registration.
Please register yourself after download of Viewtopia app.

Please tap here
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1. Procedure of user registration (continued)

2) As a next step, please input customers' information

Please input 
all the information

Click here to open
the browser.

Please read the 
“Terms of Service” 
carefully 
on your browser 
and return to 
the Viewtopia app.
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*  “Agree” button  to turn green like below after tap.



3) If  all the information is correct, please tap “Confirm”

This completes the registration process on the app.
A temporary registration email will be sent to the registered 
email address. Click on the URL in the text to complete 
this registration.

1. Procedure of user registration (continued)
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After input of 
registered “ID (email address)“, 
“Password“,
Please tap  “Login”.
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Please log in according to the following guide.

2. Procedure of login
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My Cloud:
You can upload contents.

Schedule:
Setup schedule of 
contents play  

Group:
Setup and 
administration of 
groups for contents 
share

Remote Control:
You can use your 
smartphone as a remote 
control

1) Home screen below appears after login.
Please tap the icons below to go to each operation screen.

3. Home screen menu



Home:
Return to the 
home screen.

My Cloud:
You can 
upload 
contents.

Schedule:
Setup schedule of 
contents playback  

Group:
Setup and 
administration 
of groups

Message:
You can check the 
message of group 
member.
*Number on the mail 

icon shows group  
members’ message   
count  

2) You can also move to each operation screen by tapping the icons.
at the bottom of the page which is always displayed.

3. Home screen menu (continued)
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4. Contents upload

1) Please tap       on the home screen or at the bottom of the page
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4. Contents upload (continued)

2) Please tap from the top of the page to upload contents.



4. Contents upload (continued)

3) Please select the menu for content upload.

Camera and video
application starts.

Library of smart phone opens.
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You can choose the device 
(Viewtopia) direction 
by tapping this icon. 
(Portrait/Landscape)

*

*



4. Contents upload (continued)

4)Please select the content for upload.
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4. Contents upload (continued)

5)Please select “Choose” to upload the content.
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4. Contents upload (continued)

6) Please input file name (optional) and tap “Confirm” to upload content.
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4. Contents upload (continued)

7)  The upload is complete, if “Upload complete” sign is displayed.

8)  Uploaded contents can be confirmed  at “My Cloud“ page.
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4. Contents upload (continued)

9) To delete uploaded content, please tap and hold down the content and 
tap “Delete” displayed at the bottom of  the page.
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4. Contents upload (continued)

10) Content was deleted form the page
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5. Remote Control

1) Please tap       on the home screen to activate remote control.

You can also activate remote control only by shaking smartphone from any pages.  
.



5. Remote Control (continued) 

Please refer to following guide

① Back to home screen

② Selection of devices

③ Refresh of this page

④ Power on/off

⑤ Loudness control

⑥ Calendar on/off

⑦ Brightness control

⑧ Clock on/off

⑨Whether information on
*Whether information does not 

appear under default setting . 
*Please tap this to display whether 

information 

⑩Mute on/off

⑪ Direction key 
*Display or not for Calendar, Time, 

and Whether can be changed by 
tapping Up and Under key 

⑫ Select button

⑬ Return to previous mode from 
Menu pages

⑭Menu  on/off
*Following menu appears

Brightness
Loudness
Device direction
Time zone
Language 

(Japanese/English/Chinese)
WiFi setup
System Information 

2)Remote control screen is as below. Viewtopia has a calendar, clock, and whether display function.
You can control such function by remote control.

*Please confirm that your smartphone and Viewtopia device are under same router  or WiFi environment
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1) Please tap             on the home screen or at the bottom of the pages.

Basic setting
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You can set a schedule for the content you want to play. 

6. Schedule setup
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

2) Please tap +.
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

3) Please select the content  from the following menu.

The library of your
smartphone opens.

Move to 
“One-shot function”.

“My Cloud” opens.
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

4) Please select the content
*Case below is three additional contents in addition to four existing contents.

You can change the order.



6. Schedule setup (continued)

5) Please tap “Confirm” to save the contents.
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

6) This sign shows the completion of schedule setting
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

7) You can change the playback schedule by moving to preferred position while holding down the content.
. 



①

②

③

④

Custom setting

Advanced schedule can be set in “Custom” schedule.

1. Please tap “Custom” and “Advanced setting” 
to open the screen on the left.

2. Please follow the guides  ① to ④ below 
and set the details.

3.    Please tap “Confirm” after setting.
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6. Schedule setup (continued)

①: Select whether to play or not the sample video 

which is scheduled by default. 

(Checked status is “Do not play”)

②: You can set the timing for entering the set 

schedule.

③: You can set the fade in / fade out 

at the timing of content change

④: You can set the rest period of the device



In addition to the “Custom” schedule you set, you can insert content playback 
on a fixed schedule. 
*Valid function only for Company premier membership and Company membership plus

①: You can set multiple fixed schedule

②: You can assign a letter string for scroll display 

at a timing of playing  by the fixed schedule  

(optional)

③: You can set the day of the week.

④: You can set the fixed schedule start time.

⑤: You can set the playback time.

⑥:You can set the valid or invalid for set 

schedule (If checked, “Valid”)

*When you create multiple patterns in a low,  please 

register and save the current pattern page and then 

move to next pattern page.

③

⑤

⑥

Fixed schedule setting

1. Please tap “Fixed schedule” and “Advanced 
setting” to open the screen.

2. Please follow the guides ① to ⑥ below and 
set the details.

3.    Please tap “Confirm” after setting

6. Schedule setup (continued)
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①

②

④



1)Please select content from the left menu  
for upload.

2)The subsequent steps 
are same as 
“Contents upload”

You can play (insert ) a still image only once during content playback.

*Contents in one shot function are limited to still images.

*Contents playback by one shot are just once for each and leave no data at the cloud   

*Please note that the timing displayed on the actual device depends on the internet connection status, 

the size of the content file, and the status of the content displayed on the device at that time.
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One shot function

6. Schedule setup (continued)

*

*

You can choose the device 
(Viewtopia) direction 
by tapping this icon. 
(Portrait/Landscape)

*



1) Please tap          on the home screen or at the bottom of the page.
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You can create a group and share contents within the group.

Creation of a group

7. Group function



2) Please tap + to create  a new group.
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7. Group function (continued)
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3) Please enter the group ID (alphanumeric characters) and group name 
and  tap “Confirm”. ("Group details" is optional)

7. Group function (continued)
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4) When the group you created  is displayed, group creation is done.

7. Group function (continued)
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5) If you want to invite someone to a group, please select the target group 

and  tap on the top right, and then tap                 .

6) When the following screen appears, please enter the email address of the person 

you want to invite and enter the message for that person and tap “Confirm”. 

Invitation email will be sent to invited members. 

Invited person will be added to group members after click on the link in the email.

7. Group function (continued)



Contents share
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7. Group function (continued)

1)Please tap                 at the right bottom after selecting the group you want to share with.



2)Please select the content you want to share from Album or My Cloud.
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7. Group function (continued)



3) After choice of the content, please confirm to tap. “Confirm” 
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7. Group function (continued)
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7. Group function (continued)

4) Contents will be shared like below.
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7. Group function (continued)

5) You can exchange messages among group members.
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7. Group function (continued)

6) To delete shared content, please tap and hold down the content. Then tap “Delete”.

7) If you want to use the shared content as a group cover photo, 
tap and hold down the content and tap "Cover".
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7)To withdraw from the membership, please select group and tap              .
And select the group again, then tap “Withdrawal”

*When a group owner leave the group, the group will be automatically 
deleted.  (It can not be recovered.)

Withdrawal from a group

7. Group function (continued)



Group member class and authority
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7. Group function (continued)

Class Contents
View

Contents
Post

Contents
Delete

Forced
withdrawal 
of members

Group
Delete

Owner Possible Possible Possible for all Possible Possible

Manager Possible Possible Possible for all Possible Impossible

Poster Possible Possible Possible for 
own contents

Impossible Impossible

Viewer Possible Impossible Impossible Impossible Impossible

There are four classes for group member and each class has authority as below.
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You can view or edit personal information and view other information 

by tapping            on the top left of the home screen, or by tapping 

displayed at other pages.

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥ ⑦

①: You can edit personal information 

including photos and log out.

②: Moves to the remote control function.

③: Information on BOE Japan is posted.

④: The update information of the app is 

posted.

⑤: Information of BOE Japan is posted.

⑥: You can check the terms of use.

⑦: You can check the privacy policy of 

BOE Japan.

8. Individual information and others


